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Ttime to rewind. the theme for our senior 
reflections and something that i have been 
thinking a lot about lately. My senior year has 
gone by very quickly leaving me this short time 
to reflect before i graduate. My time spent in 
Arlingtonian for the past few years has been time 
well spent. i’ve made some best friends, learned 
so much about journalism and leadership and 
will leave with some unforgettable memories. to 
put it simply, i’m really going to miss everyone. 
i’d like to address each member of the staff to 
congratulate them on the hard work they’ve put 
in this year.

Kristy, corey and i have grown quite close 
over the past few years and i’m going to miss 
them a lot next year. they are my go-to people 
when it comes to any problems, and i could go 
on and on about how wonderful they’ve been. 
to simply state it, i’ve enjoyed all the bickering, 
laughing and nonsense these past few years. i 
know you guys are going to make great co-
editors next year and i wish you the best of luck.  

as to the writers, i have come to know 
them all very well.  alison and Hannah are two 
of my most dependable writers. they are hard 
workers and i’ve really enjoyed getting to know 
both of them this year. parijat is another writer 
who i’ve become friends with over the year and 
his upbeat attitude is greatly appreciated during 
stressful times.  also, his musical taste keeps the 
classroom light. evan is one of the strongest 
writers on staff and i’ve come to anticipate 
each monthly column as they always keep me leah Johnston, editor in chief

laughing. Bo, i’ll also miss your sense of humor 
as it always keeps final layout entertaining. His 
growth as a writer over the year has been 
great and i know he’ll continue to grow as 
a writer. noah is always being so easy going 
and reliable. i can always count on him to 
write wonderful news stories, and i think his 
work on staff may at times go unappreciated. 
i’m proud of all the work he’s done this year 
and i think his talent for writing is only just 
coming to light. Maria is another writer who 
i can thoroughly depend on and i’ve enjoyed 
reading her pieces each issue. eman and 
Marisa are the final writers i’d like to pay 
tribute to because their hard work on staff 
should not go unnoticed. these two writers 
consistently write solid stories. 

next, to the photography staff who i must 
thank for putting up with all the chaos this 
publication usually entails. nicole, emily and 
Brittany; pictures are fabulous and i’m so glad 
they joined the staff this year. the graphics staff 
is not always spotlighted, but they certainly do 
important work. to alice and lou, for working 
together to produce such top quality graphics: 
thank you. 

i’ve loved spending time with Megan Knoop, 
our business manager, these past few years 
in journalism and her diligence has kept this 
publication afloat for another year. i cannot 
thank erin williams enough for her hard work 
on the advertisements and i couldn’t ask for a 
better ads manager. Maggie and tess’s work on 
the staff and their fun personalities have kept 
this staff entertained.  and finally to Megan 
stucko, the wonderfully reliable business staff 
member who manages the web and my mind 
when i’m overwhelmed. last but not least, Ms. 
Hemmerly for teaching me so much in the 
past three years.  and lastly, to my parents for 
everything they’ve done for me. 

congratulations to the class of 2010 and to 
Arlingtonian for a great year! i’ll miss this class, 
the school and all the people who have made 
my high school experience so special.

stay classy Ua,

Leah Johnston

“My time spent in Arlingtonian for the 
past few years has been time well spent.”

june 2, ’10arlingtonian
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To Kington, Barbin’s death may be partly attributed to the size 
of the festival and the subsequent problems associated with that.

“If you really think about it, how big [the festival] is 
and how many people there are, something like that would 

happen eventually,” Kington said.
Senior Bart Brown believes that ComFest should not be blamed 

for Barbin’s death.
“It does not matter that it happened at ComFest,” Brown said. 

“Accidents happen. It could have happened at his home, too.  If 
anything, ComFest might have gotten him to the hospital faster.”  

But for Brown, an increase in security is not necessarily a bad thing.
“Better safe than sorry,” Brown said. “I will still go.”
According to its official website, in the past, ComFest has assembled 

a Safety Committee of volunteers to ensure the security of all attendees.
“[The Safety Committee members] are not bouncers or bullies. 

Instead, Safety volunteers are the ‘event hosts,’ working to give help 
and solve problems in a friendly, positive manner,” the website states.

Connie Everett, ComFest organizer, said she believes that 
Columbus City Police have always been respectful of the festival.

“Columbus Police Department always respects ComFest rules, 
but they are certainly obliged to break anyone’s rules if they have to 
deal with a problem that demands it,” Everett said. 

To Everett, the increase in security is not a result of violence or 
drugs, but from an increase in crowd size in the park and traffic.

“We have increased our special duty officers in high traffic areas 
in some proportion to crowd size at specific times of day,” Everett 
said. “[But] the neighborhood police may come into the park while 
performing their normal duties.”

As far as the typical atmosphere of ComFest, Everett said she 
does not condone the open use of drugs or the violation of alcohol-
in-the-park rules, and she said the festival as a whole does not 
condone such illegal activities.

“Ignoring violations of the law or city policies has never been 
endorsed by ComFest,” Everett said. “We are particularly concerned 
about young people who come to the festival with the wrong idea 
about who we are and flagrantly break our rules, especially drug and 
alcohol violations. These people jeopardize the festival itself.”

To Everett, the change in security will not result in a direct 
change of ComFest’s peaceful atmosphere, and though the security 
will be tight, she does not foresee an increase in arrests.

“Arrests have been rare over our 37 years,” Everett said. “And we 
believe we are the most peaceful three-day event in Columbus.”    

C

Festival’s tragedy 
brings changes 
in security
bofisher ‘11

ComFest, the annual three-day summer festival in Goodale Park, 
has been a laid-back gathering  for festival goers that has usually 
involved little violence. That was until last year’s death of a college 
student, which has prompted an increase in security this summer.

According to the Aug. 7, 2009 Columbus Dispatch article, “OU 
student, 18, dies at ComFest,” by Dave Hendricks, Ohio University 
student Byran Barbin died at ComFest by an accidental stabbing. 
Barbin suffered from five knife wounds to his chest on June 27, 2009, 
the second day of last year’s festival. Witnesses led investigators to 
believe that his death was an accidental murder committed by one 
of his friends until Barbin’s autopsy found traces of LSD in his brain, 
according to the article. Such findings gave investigators reason to 
believe that Barbin’s death was self-inflicted, though accidental. 

ComFest organizers, city and police officials have reached a deal that 
will double the security and police force inside and outside the park, 
according to an April 10 story in The Columbus Dispatch titled, “Security 
Deal reached for ComFest,” by Amy Saunders and Mark Ferenchik.

With the increase in security in the park, attendees cannot help but 
wonder how different the festival will be. In past years, people attending 
the festival have openly used drugs and brought alcohol into the park, 
ignoring ComFest’s rule against such activity. But with more Columbus 
City Police in the area, the taming of ComFest may be unavoidable. 

Junior Laura Kington, who has been attending ComFest for three 
years now, said she could not see ComFest changing for anybody.

“I’m still going [to ComFest].  I do not think it will change much,” 
Kington said. “Increased security is not a problem.” 

PRIVATE LESSONS•	
HOME PICK-UP•	
DAY, EVENING, AND •	
SATURDAY CLASSES

STATE APPROVED TEEN •	
AND ADULT CLASSES

COUNTY WIDE SERVICE•	

AADVANTAGE
DRIVER TRAINING

NORTHWEST ARLINGTON 
2280 W. HENDERSON ROAD

700 MORSE ROAD | SUITE 110  | 614-436-3838
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE
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especially motivated

photo by nicolewagnerFFrom high school to the pros, 
motivation is an issue dealt with 
by all coaches and athletes. I, too, 
am flawed in this field, because  
many times while playing football 
or running track I fail to run 
my hardest or give it my all. As 
I walked to the Jones Middle 
School stadium, I expected a 
bunch of athletes socializing 
and having fun. I was stunned 
when I saw the enthusiasm and 
excitement coming from these 

Special Olympians. Instead of 
whining about having to practice in the scorching heat, like many 
would have, these athletes showed only signs of joy as they motivated 
one another to get the practice started. As I watched them warm-up, I 
realized that the motivation and companionship these athletes shared 
is rarely seen in any team.

Such an inspiring mentality was exemplified by senior Josh Valentino. 
I watched as Valentino greeted each player and volunteer with passion, 
giving each individual a handshake, a hug, and sometimes even a chest 
bump. Constantly encouraging his teammates, Valentino’s intensity did 
not falter for a second. This kind of passion is something even I strive for.

As all 31 athletes poured in, head coordinator of  the Special 
Olympics Mike Borders took control and informed the athletes of what 
each individual would work on. With little resistance, Borders quickly 
had all the athletes ready after their warm-up laps. He then divided 
the athletes and volunteers into different activities, including running 
the 100-meter dash, performing the long jump, tossing a softball, or 
throwing a bocce ball.

Valentino and his group were first assigned to run the 100-meter 

sprint. As the group gathered around the starting line they smiled and 
laughed with each other as if they were casually hanging out. In over 
10 years of playing organized sports, I have never been excited to run 
and I had never imagined any other athlete being motivated to do so, 
either. I was quickly proven wrong as Valentino and his teammates 
ran hard through the line. Without having coach Borders yelling and 
screaming, the athletes were giving it their full effort the entire time.  

According to Borders, the athletes never fail to impress him, as 
they have a natural level of competitiveness that causes them to go 
hard all the time.

With one sprint down, I expected their effort to ease up, having 
given all of their energy right off the bat. Once again, I was wrong. 
Every athlete continued to go his hardest until the end of practice. 

They further shocked me by never dwelling on the high 
temperature or whining about breaks—something I have seen at nearly 
every practice in which I have taken part.  Instead, Valentino and the 
rest of the athletes seemed to enjoy the running and working out.

“It’s fun out here, including working hard and everything, because 
I love it,” Valentino said.

Passion like this is a rare commodity. Many times, I’ve seen people 
lose motivation because of the stress of events in their lives; however 
I think all of us, including myself, could learn a lesson from athletes 
such as Valentino. 

Valentino begins each day by going to work from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m., 
and he still finds himself bringing every ounce of energy he has to each 
and every practice. Instead of getting lost in the highs and lows—the 
wins and losses—of everyday life, we need to approach everything 
in life with all of our effort. Not only will this bring a better outcome 
to our lives, but it will also bring greater happiness. Maybe with such 
effort, we can be like Valentino and just “love it.”    

columnist finds new appreciation  
for dedication, sportsmanship 
required of Special Olympics athletes

parijatjha ’11

senior Josh valentino prepares for softball practice. valentino is an essential 
member to the team, providing his teammates with motivation to play hard.
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Competitive Excellence.  Commitment.  Honor. 
 
Recent advancements in the elite Upper Arlington Ice Hockey program demonstrate the 

commitment of the players, coaching team, parents, and friends of the Upper Arlington Ice 
Hockey teams to promote competitive excellence, and have them primed to make a serious 
run for a state championship.   

In 2009, a state-of-the-art facility dubbed “The Golden Bear Team Locker Room” was 
constructed at the Dispatch Ice Haus at Nationwide Arena—where the teams practice and 
play their home games—for the sole use of UAHS Golden Bear Hockey.  Then, in 2010, 
the endowed Upper Arlington Ice Hockey Athlete of Distinction Scholarship was 
established in partnership with The Columbus Foundation, to award annually a $2,000 
scholarship to a graduating Upper Arlington Ice Hockey senior who best exemplifies 
academic excellence, leadership on and off the ice, value to the community, and a 
commitment to excellence.  The dedication and generosity of the players, coaches, parents, 
and community leaders made the locker room and scholarship possible.  Both demonstrate 
a commitment to excellence, athletically and academically. 

With its talented athletes, experienced and dedicated coaching roster, active parents, 
and community involvement, the appropriate steps have been taken to develop an elite 
program that is committed to promoting good character, leadership, a strong work ethic, 
and of course, success.  Success was achieved by the JV Golden Bear Hockey team this 
season when they won the coveted Blue Jacket Cup.  As for the Varsity Golden Bears, the 
team is within reach of the pinnacle of high school athletic success—a state championship.  

Head Varsity Coach Jay Graham stated, “We have a first-class facility at the Dispatch 
Ice Haus and a high level of talent; the opportunity is ripe for the team to realize its 
potential and make a serious run for a state championship over the next few seasons.  
Continued support is invited as the Golden Bears make their run!” 
 
 
 
 
   

Advertisement | Collins & slAgle
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Congratulations, 
 

Carlin Guthrie 
Recipient of the inaugural Upper Arlington Ice Hockey Athlete of Distinction Scholarship 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

The Upper Arlington Ice Hockey Association, in conjunction with The Columbus Foundation, 
awarded the inaugural Upper Arlington Ice Hockey Athlete of Distinction Scholarship in the 
amount of $2,000 to Carlin Guthrie, son of Andy and Tracey Guthrie. At Upper Arlington High 
School, in addition to playing on the junior varsity and varsity ice hockey teams, Carlin ascended to 
the top of his class, qualified as a NMSC National Merit Scholarship Semi-Finalist, was a member 
of the Cum Laude Society, on the Honor Roll, and participated in Men’s Glee Club. Carlin has also 
been involved with various community service endeavors, including Big Brothers Big Sisters, 
youth camp counseling, volunteer coaching for the Columbus Ice Hockey Club, and Habitat for 
Humanity.  Carlin intends to attend The Ohio State University in pursuit of a degree in 
Aeronautical/Astronautical Engineering through its honors program. 

The 2010 Scholarship Selection Committee was comprised of Tracy Beebe, President of the 
Upper Arlington Ice Hockey Association; Martha Swanson, Treasurer of the Upper Arlington Ice 
Hockey Association; Kip Greenhill, Principal of Upper Arlington High School; Jeffrey Weaver, 
Ph.D., Superintendent of Upper Arlington City Schools, and Christopher Potts, former Upper 
Arlington High School Athletic Director.  The 2010 Scholarship Selection Committee selected 
Carlin Guthrie among other qualified finalists based on academic achievement, leadership on and 
off the ice, community service, and a commitment to excellence.  To receive this scholarship, a 
student must be a graduating senior Upper Arlington Ice Hockey Varsity or Junior Varsity player. 

 The Upper Arlington Ice Hockey Athlete of Distinction Scholarship was made possible by the 
generous donations of the following Founding Donors:  

Dr. Allan and Mrs. Tracy Beebe 
Mr. and Mrs. Philip and Cyndi Collins 
Mr. and Mrs. Mark and Jane Grindley 

Mr. and Mrs. Rick and Lori Schumacher 

Advertisement | Collins & slAgle
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time to

Six seniors pause to reflect on their high school experiences, 
fast forward to the future

rewind

in the beginning of my career at UaHs 
if asked what high school was all about, 
some words that would’ve come to mind 
include—confusion and awkwardness. the 
majority of my friends would agree that my 
accumulating list of embarrassing moments 
is too large to count. the list began right 
away freshman year on the second day of 
school as i climbed into the back of my 
friend’s suburban. the conversation went 
something like this: “stop it, we are not 
wearing the exact same outfit.” the next 
thing i know, my friend and i are walking in 
together wearing not only matching tops, 
but capri pants as well, a lovely coincidence 
considering everyone thought we matched 
on purpose. From then on, we always 
checked our outfits before pulling out of 
the driveway. 

getting from class to class was easier 
said then done. i managed to trip not 
down, but up the main staircase on 
several occasions. i then would proceed 
to turn around, and as uncoordinatedly 
as possible, go against the flow of traffic 
to pick up my books that people were 
stepping on. perhaps my favorite incident 
was when a senior walked by and our 
backpacks somehow got hooked together. 
However, i was the only one who seemed 
to notice as he dragged me down the 
hallway backwards. Halfway to his math 
class, he finally realized that a freshman 
girl was stuck to his back, and one 

awkward conversation later, we were 
detached. My lack of coordination and 
seemingly endless streak of bad luck 
extended beyond the confines of the 
high school. For example, i was in a car 
accident on northwest Blvd. on the way 
to school one morning, and thoroughly 
enjoyed standing on the side of the road 
with a totaled car and a police car as 
everyone drove by waving with a “what 
did you do?” look on their faces. 

if asked what high school was all 
about, i would say growth, amusement, 
excitement for the future, and most 
importantly learning how to laugh at 
yourself.  Yes, i have had more than my 
share of embarrassing moments. Yes, i 
have been on driving probation twice. 
and yes, my psychology teacher refers to 
me as “Kobayashi,” the champion hot dog 
eater, as he found out my love for eating. 
But these are the stories that have made 
my high school experience, not ruined 
it—and now i only look back and laugh. i 
have recognized that it is not about what 
other people think and that everyone is 
perfect in their imperfections. the most 
important advice for being “cool” in high 
school is feeling comfortable with who 
you are. the moral of my many stories 
is experiences that may seem life ending 
at the time, are the ones that you learn 
from the most and of course, make for 
the most humorous stories. 

caroline logan
photos by nicolewagner ’10 & brittanymiller ’10

page design by leahjohnston ’10 & kristyhelscel ’11
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i feel honored to be writing this reflection. the very 
invitation to write this piece reinvigorates my previous 
belief that i should have been nominated prom king of 
UaHs’ prom 2010. now, to all you Kenny/Kendra-Know-
it-all’s out there who feel the immediate urge to write a 
letter to the editor of this newsmagazine, explaining that 
“Ben Zambito is an idiot, because there is no prom king at 
this school,” i tell you this—i’m a dreamer and that is partly 
this school’s fault.

sometimes i ponder what i would say if i was voted 
prom king. i know that if there was a prom king competition 
i would win. anybody who writes the lyrics to a song 
called “prom night!” (like i did for my revolutionary band 
Motorcade) deserves to be prom king. it has never been a 
question about that, just a question about what i would say 
to my adoring student body. First, i would start by dropping 
a pearl of wisdom. i would begin in the style of literary god 
Kurt  vonnegut, asking for the crowd’s attention with one 
word: listen. i think i would then tell my favorite story; why 
don’t i just give you my speech? i think it will achieve the 
same effect that this reflection is supposed to.

“listen. i feel honored to be talking to you tonight, 
and to be receiving this crown. From this podium, with 
downtown elegantly posing behind me, each and every 
one of you students look beautiful tonight. i would like to 
achieve two things in this acceptance speech: Firstly, i would 
like to share with you a story, one that has led me through 
the best of times and the worst of times. after my story, i 
want to tell you how much you all mean to me as a group, 
and why.

now, on with the story. there once was a village nestled 
high in the Himalayan Mountains. in the town’s center 
frequently sat a shaman who would be visited by seekers of 
knowledge from across the land. one bright day, a seeker 
of knowledge approached the shaman with a query. He 
wanted to know how the shaman would summarize life into 
one sentence. the shaman contemplated, and replied, “and 
this too shall pass.” this sentiment has led me through hard 
times and times that seemed too good to be true (like ya’ll 
electing me prom king). “and this too shall pass” has been 
my mantra in various situations. For instance, freshman 

year i was still a baby and now i appear to be a man—my 
baby-like self  “passed.” it helped me deal with the pain of 
my grandpa passing away. Finally, it is helping me tonight as 
i think the people in this dance hall will be separated very, 
very soon. i logically assume the sadness will “pass.”

the impending separation is sad, because i love you 
guys very, very much. as a group, ya’ll have come together 
to provide a safe haven for growth. i will paraphrase Kip 
greenhill by saying this community is special, and our 
culture at this high school is flourishing and indicative of 
the student body. oh, we have had good times [wink]! i’m 
sure some of those times we will never forget [wink, raise 
the roof]! what is really important, however, is that we have 
grown together. thank you all for letting me grow, laughing 
with me, hating me, loving me and soon leaving me so i can 
conquer the world. the gifts you have given me (like this 
crown) [raise crown in the air to cheers] may never “pass.”  
thank you [exit stage slowly, place crown on head, hold up 
the peace sign, exit stage slowly,  give Mr. greenhill a hug]. 

BEN ZAMBITO

REC

top photos courtesy benzambito, megannovi, andrewgiljohn, carolinelogan, emilypoole, joeymikac
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anyone who claims to know me well, knows one thing about 
me that stands above the rest—quotes. it wouldn’t be much of an 
exaggeration to say that at least 50 percent of the things i say could 
be traced to a movie, television show or song.  so when approached 
with this reflection, i searched long and hard for a reference that did 
my high school experience justice. to be honest, i’ve toyed around 
with a lot of quotes to use to open this reflection. i selected a high 
school classic made by John Hughes.  we are told by the protagonist 
Ferris Buller, “life moves pretty fast. You don’t stop and look around 
once in a while, you could miss it.” You ready for that, gang?

we’ve learned while in high school.  Yes, i hope for all of you the 
skills of reading, writing and operating a locker are ingrained in your 
brain for now until eternity. But we all learned some things that 
weren’t on the syllabus. we learned how to talk to the opposite sex.  
we learned how to develop friendships. we learned to grow facial 
hair. (not me, but for all the other dudes, way to go!)  we learned 
to write witty and insightful reflections (maybe?).  we learned about 
ourselves and who we are as people.  we learned that high school 
isn’t like the movies. You actually have to go to class and stealing your 
best friend’s dad’s Ferrari just isn’t in the cards. Your friends don’t 
have witty comebacks to everything, lunch detentions aren’t anything 
like The Breakfast Club (John Hughes paid me for these references) 
and the football players can put together full sentences. those kids 
who make out in the hallway make everybody uncomfortable. it’s 
not as romantic as in the movies.

Blink-182 sums up high school best when they sing, “well, i guess 

this is growing up.”  we all have heartbreak and happiness. it’s how 
we take those moments that defines our experience. did you cry 
while in high school? if you didn’t, i’m shocked. it’s a frustrating time 
for all of us and many a tear has been shed because of how hard 
high school can be.  You’ve had moments of happiness that you 
wished would never end. i’ve experienced all these and more. But 
that, as they say, is growing up. we are formed as people because of 
what we go through, together and separately. we learn while here, 
when reading these books and taking tests. we learn the most when 
were not reading books and taking tests though. But the one thing 
i’ve learned most of all, is that sometimes you need to let someone 
else say it for you.  what you’re feeling isn’t always best put by you.  
and what i feel now is best said by Bob dylan in, “Forever Young”.

 “May you grow up to be righteous, may you grow up to be true, 
may you always know the truth and see the lights surrounding you.  
May you always be courageous, stand upright and be strong, may you 
stay forever young.”

JoeY MiKac

rewind to the first day of eighth grade. there i am (the same height as i am now) 
apprehensive about my big debut as the new kid, for what seemed to be the zillionth time. i had 
visions of reinventing myself, being the popular “it” girl, embarking on a totally new life. i made it 
to lunch without embarrassing myself too much and as i’m sitting at the end of the ridiculously 
long, lunch tables and out of nowhere—wHaM! a peanut butter and jelly sandwich comes 
flying and hits me square in the face. 

 i still don’t know exactly who threw that fateful sandwich, though i have my theories…
and i’ll be the first to congratulate her on a great arm. sitting in Mrs. evans’ office that first day, 
sobbing, distraught and utterly confused, i realized i had two options. i could either pretend 
nothing had happened and realize that being the new kid in eighth grade meant sticking to the 
status quo (yes High School Musical was popular once) or i could have a good cry, curse my 
father for bringing us to ohio and focus on the positives of the situation. 

during my four year stint at the high school i tried to be involved in everything i could; i 
concentrated on being kind to those around me, giving back to the community, and working 
hard in school—even if that meant killing myself over the iB diploma. each year it got easier and 
easier to see the good in Ua. 

as i look back, i didn’t become the Miss popular i had so hoped i would be and i didn’t 
schizophrenically change my personality. instead, i made my high school experience rigorous, 
stressful and entirely fulfilling. i am so thankful for the opportunities i had, the mentors i’ve met 
along the way. i will truly, truly miss the high school, as it is what defines my memories of Ua. 
i’ll miss the lc ladies, the hall monitors, the theater geeks and choir nerds (woot woot), team 
delta Max and everyone who has welcomed me into “the bubble.” Kurt vonnegut Jr. once 
wrote that, “true terror is to wake up one morning and discover that your high school class is 
running the country.” i beg to differ. congratulations class of 2010. there is so much we have to 
offer the world. 

MeagHan novi

REC
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i walked in promptly 30 minutes before my high school career was going to 
commence, sporting an outfit that had been revised enumerable times and a 
backpack that weighed more than i did.  armed with razor sharp pencils, a collection 
of folders clad in an array of colors and a fresh notebook, i stood on the linoleum 
tiles searching for global History, room 107. i was going over what i had assumed 
would be my guaranteed key to surviving:

a) don’t look any of the upperclassmen in the eyes;
B) if someone tells you to give them your lunch money…do it;
c) don’t lose the map of the high school. 
i was mentally prepared for being referred to as “fresh meat” and i pictured the 

classic high school scene as me being the all-time target during dodge ball. i braced 
myself for spit balls and guys that could grow facial hair as a hobby, but instead of 
seeing fists at the ready, i saw my old friends and a multitude of students looking just 
as nervous as i was. My extremelly tense shoulders relaxed as i talked myself down 
from a panic attack, concluding that maybe this wouldn’t be so bad.  

Four years later, i am proud to report that i survived, with all lunch money spent 
towards turkey philly’s and donatos pizza and no swirlies or wedgies to speak 
of. looking back on the countless days running on three hours of sleep or the 
motivation that was very seldom found once fourth quarter rolled around, it all seems 
to hide behind all the memories we have made and all the challenges we have conquered.  as i diagnose myself with the highest degree 
of incurable senioritis, i look forward to the upcoming summer, but i reflect on four amazing years. Upgrading from walking to lunch to 
finding an early birthday to bum a ride off of, making friends with the lc workers so i no longer needed a pass and managing to squeeze 
out countless memos and papers and handing them in hot-off the printer, it was all worth it. so here’s to us…we made it!

MiMi Heinlein

‘i’ before ‘e’ except if you’re like me.  
weird.  i live life like a cowboy, always 
looking for a fight, a bank to rob, or a calf 
to lasso, but i don’t want to talk about that. 
i want to take a minute to float you down 
a river of my knowledge, over a waterfall of 
my experiences, and to splatter you on the 
sharp rocks of my mistakes.

seven years ago, after transferring from 
columbus public schools, i walked into 
Jones Middle school, alone. small, weak, 
pale and with glasses. i’ve changed a lot 
since then—i got contacts. i’ve never been 
normal. i dance like no one’s watching, even 
when they are. i drink eggnog in august. 
and i still play with my light saber in the 
basement against invisible sith lords. even 
with these setbacks, i’ve succeeded in UaHs 
long enough to get into college, cause that’s 
been the goal, right?

My key to success has been and still is my 
individuality.  a wise man once said, “they 
laugh at me because i’m different, but i laugh 
at them because they are all the same.” 

so many people today aspire to be like 
someone else or a specific group, a certain 
actor, athlete, model, etc. i made the same 
mistake. Upon reaching eighth grade i 

immediately fell into this trend, transforming 
my personality to what i thought would 
be acceptable as an arlingtonian. i hid 
my old self in a corner, and changed into 
something new. it became uncomfortable. 
it was awkward.  and it wasn’t helping me 
get through high school. it took me a year 
or two to realize that i was the happiest 
when i was myself.  this came when i turned 
back to my inner Bandie-cross-country-
running-tennis-playing-Movie-loving-Halo-
playing-Math-nerd-plain-weird-self.  

it was being an individual that got me 
through my high school years. i accepted 
that i was on the other side of the 
spectrum from normal. even within a 
school like UaHs that is so often claimed 
to be a giant school of clones, you can still 
be your own person. 

it’s all about embracing who we truly 
are. we are all individuals. some of us are 
athletes. some are mathletes. some are 
funny. some keep to themselves. some are 
crazy awesome. some are plain crazy.  and 
then some of us are just plain weird.

in the end it is all about being an 
individual and finding your true self.  so, i 
dare you—to be you.

andrew gilJaHn
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arizona state 
university

gardiner, Mark 
neri, ashley 
tarbox, John 

art academy of 
Cincinnati

waldo, glenn 

ave Maria 
university

galluzzi, caroline 

baldwin-Wallace 
Fredrick, paige 
Zwayer, Jessica 

bard College
Benowitz, amanda 

belmont university
Moody, tyler 

boston College
Hobson, gerrit 
Jochem, Hannah 

bowling green state 
university

Berry, nikoles 
Mcdaniel, gaven 
sloop, samantha 
smith, Brenna 
thomas, samuel 
valtz, donovan 
white, samuel 

brigham Young 
university

wunderlich, Margaret 

bucknell university
Means, Jennifer 

butler university
Brady, Jordan 
conner, Kelli 

California 
Polytechnic state 
university

cohen, Matthew 

Calvin College
Hulls, andrea 

Capital university
Bruns, amber 
cantwell, wesslen 
cartmille, Brooke 

Huntley, Katherine 
Kaiser, Kelsey 
loar, Mackenzie 
suber, sonia 

Case Western 
reserve university

adams, Joseph 
Kaumeyer, Michelle 
Magee, allison 
paul, catherine 
richardson, Kara 
wehner iii, ronald 

Cedarville 
university

golden, Matthew 
Haimoff, caroline 
Hansel, elizabeth 

Clemson university
Mcdermott, Kelly 
Mead, elizabeth 

College of 
Charleston

sigrist, emily 

College of Wooster
oberlin, austin 

Colorado College
Hoffman, laura 

Columbia College 
hollywood

price, Miles 

Columbia university
Mcclain, Mark 

Columbus College of 
art & Design

Morey, clair 

Columbus state
Hunter, vincent 

Columbus state 
Community 
College

ackers, isaac 
Bennett, samuel 
Bifsha, Kristaq
Bradley, erica 
Burks, Kiere 
casamassimo, Jess
chiou, christopher 
cochran, elizabeth 
cooper, geoffrey 
crawford, adam 

crites, Jacob 
Fisher, Zoe 
Hatch, Kiana 
Hicks, Justin 
Michel ii, charles 
Mitchell, Zachariah 
Murphy, claire 
power, rachel 
ravary, ian 
rice, Michael 
treglia, stefan 
wilamosky, Kathryn 
williams, Kristen 
workman, Jonathan 

Cornerstone 
university

arnold, rebecca 

Cuyahoga 
Community 
College

dodrill, James 
Mcgeoch, thomas 

Denison university
Ma, Xiaojun
rogers, Mitchell 
savage, caroline 
varanese, John 
windler, Jane 

DePaul university, 
Chicago

allen iv, william 
d’aurora, John 

DePauw university
Mysiw, alexander 

Dickinson College
Miranda, cristian 

Drexel university
lindsay, william 

earlham College
Braine, Maryanne 

eastman school of 
Music

Jin, Zhouchun

emory university
laudick, Julia 

fisk university
Mccleary, olivia 

franciscan 
university of 
steubenville

stasek, christopher 

george Washington 
university

newcome, Jordyn 

georgia institute of 
technology

dalton, Mara 

haiti Volunteer/CCa 
California

Bevis, sarah 

hawaii Pacific 
university

Mead, george 

heidelberg 
university

Bolen, sarah 
Furst, erik 

hendrix College
Byrd, John 

hobart & William 
smith Colleges

Martin, Johnnie 

hocking College
Hinga, lyena 
rasico, danielle 

hondros College
Masters, Mackenzie 

hope College
Barbour, Matthew 
cook, andrew 

indiana university
Flower, shannon 
Hall, clay 
Jayanthi, priyanka 
long, Brendan 
lyon, rachel 
ross, lara 

indiana university of 
Pennsylvania

Koeneman, Kadie 

Johns hopkins 
university

Burrows, ruth 

Kent state 
university

Mccrystal, connor 
riepenhoff, John 
setterlin, trevor 

Kenyon College
cordle, Joseph 

Lawrence university
Kessis, Holly 

Loyola university, 
Chicago

Baugh, James 
Herrington, alexandra 

Marietta university
tedesco, Katherine 

Marshall university
Harper, allison 

Maryland institute 
College of art

Browne Jr, Bartlett 

Massachusetts 
institute of 
technology

gargus, emma 

Mcgill university
dick, sarah 

Messiah College
wulf, caroline 

Miami university of 
ohio

adams, william 
Badea, andrew 
Badea, Michael 
Blevins, John 
Botomogno, daniel 
Bruce, Kevin 
Burton, ethan 
carothers, Bradley 
clark, sam 
crosby, claire 
deroberts, allison 
erbaugh, John 
gabriel, collin 
gabriel, Katherine 
grindley, Benjamin 
Hamilton, courtney 
Hiltbrand, trenton 
Hogenkamp, evan 
Jaskot, phillip 
Mcglumphy, Joseph 
Minor, Margaret 

Mulh, eric 
pidcock, ryan 
reed, Katherine 
rolland, christopher 
sacolick, Madison 
sandbo, drew 
schmeisser, Megan 
staker, Jonathan 
van Fossen, Kate 
vaughn, Jeffrey 
wagner, nicole 
wilcox, Macauly 
Zid, steven 

Military service - 
national guard

lynch, daniel 

Mountain state 
university

guzik, cassandra 

Muskingum 
university

Bloom, Hannah 
grannis, connor 
Mccoy, Kelly 

nationwide beauty 
academy

Harris, emily 

new York university
crone, laura 

northeastern ohio 
university College 
of Medicine

lowrey, John 

northwestern 
university

grev, celestine 

ohio northern 
university

gegenheimer, gabriella 
Kennedy, emily 

ohio state 
university

al-Khatib, lina 
albash, eman 
ali, Halimo 
allen, philip 
anthony, Meghan 
armstrong, taylor 
Ballinger, robert 
Bevan, Jennifer 
Biederman, Joseph 
Bishop, Jacob 

Congratulations to the senior Class of 2010! Wherever you map out  
your future, remember the road that brought you to where you are today
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Brown, alexandra 
Brown, Joshua 
Browning, Jocelyn 
Buffer, alison 
carl, adam 
chuang, chia-chen
d’souza, rebecca 
daehn, andrew 
daley, Michael 
dappen, susan 
davakis, christopher 
el-Hosseiny, Hoda
Fast, danielle 
Fazio, daniel 
Fligner, alysha 
Franklin, Katelin 
Fulcher, Kristyn 
gaffney, alison 
gardner, spencer 
gauch, Mason 
giljahn, andrew 
gordon, Katelyn 
green, Keelyn 
guthrie, carlin 
Hall, david 
Hardesty, John 
Hatch, evin 
He, Ya Xing
Heinlein, Madeline 
Hennessey, Matthew 
Holstein, christian 
House, anna 
Howard, sarah 
Hughey, samuel 
Jiang, paul 
Jipa, andrei 
Kessler, Kelsey 
Koutras, george 
Kuhn, alex 
laws, James 
lin, Yuchen 
linard, rachel 
lo, wilson 
lombardi, Meghin 
lord, nathan 
Mcsweeney, nuala 
Messick, clare 
Mikac, Frank 
Miller, nathan 
Mills, sean 
Moon, seyoung
Murphy, paige 
nemer, John 
nguyen, christian 
novi, Meaghan 
pesa, erin 
petosa, Mazlow 
pokhna, oleg 
powers, alexander 
principi, Kevin 
puccetti, christopher 
rajendran, nirosha
rayo, James 
riley, eric 
roberts, rana 
robitaille, Joseph luc 
rovin, Hana 
rugg, samuel 
rutherford, Kathryn 
ryan, Joseph 
saker vii, theodore 
sankey, alison 
schooley, george 
seguin, elizabeth 
shalvoy, Kelsey 
shen, david

siddall, Brady 
sondej, John 
spangler, John 
thorson, erica
tiberi, Jack 
tsai, Jane 
west, ann 
wirsing, eston 
Zambito, Benjamin 

ohio state 
university @ 
Mansfield

nincehelser, shelby 
Young, Jonathan

ohio state 
university @ 
Marion

Hassan, ahmad 
sherer, Jennifer 
smith, sean 
Yost, christopher 

ohio state 
university @ 
newark

Barger, elizabeth 
Bernsdorf, 
Miller, Megan 
sims, Kristian 
trapasso, Michael 

ohio university
arnold, eric 
Bean, andrew 
Bergen, nicholas 
Brienza, Michael 
Brown, abigail 
cannell, wesley 
close, tyler 
d’angelo, perry 
delp, shelby 
Hines, Brian 
Krack, eric 
lau, sarah 
lawhon, Miranda 
Miller, Brittany 
Moore, lorien 
o’Brien, sally 
palmer, daniel 
reiner, Kate 
smith, perry 
tanner, Marshall 
taylor, natalie 
trabue, william 
trapasso, Megan 
velten, Matthew 
wagner, andrew 

ohio Wesleyan 
university

Haas, andrew 
Hamburger, sarah 
litteral, emily 
ripper, Jennifer 
viau, nicholas 
wagner, ian 

otterbein university
dick, austin 
dolan, caitlin Marie
Mellon, emily 
schroer, leslie 

Point Park 
university

Berens, Mark 

Princeton university
williams, erin 

Purdue university
gibbs, Matthew 
Kapusta, Matthew 
poole, emily 

rice university
Fugate, colleen 
valentine, Jill 

roanoke College
disbro, Jillanne 
parsons, spencer 
Yuhas, timothy 

rose-hulman 
institute of 
technology

dangel, Katherine 

saint Joseph’s 
College

Jentgen, gregory 

savannah Collelge of 
art & Design

cullinan, corinne 
ward, sean 

seton hill university
Mcglade, oliver 

southern adventist 
university

scriven, peter 

syracuse university
galantowicz, tess 

taylor university
Moore, abigail 

temple university
Kokot, christina 

the art institute of 
Pittsburgh

shook, tyler 
tufts University
Ball, amanda 

united states air 
force academy

cassady, Kyle 
smathers, Morgan

united states naval 
academy

Hanover, lauren 
University of akron
Beck, Brandon 

university of akron
cameron, nicholas 
lowe, Zachariah 

university of 
alabama

gerlach, grace 

university of 
arizona

tovell, collin 
Zelezny, alexander 

university of 
Chicago

smith, austen 
wilt, emily 

university of 
Cincinnati

craft, Jack 
eisenman, nicklaus 
ewart, rebecca 
Fischer, Jonathan 
Knoop, Megan 
Kuhar, david 
Martin, elisabeth 
Matthews, samara 
panning, taylor 
reilly, ryan 
schaefer, daniel 
stuart, ashely 

university of 
Colorado

livingston, Jacqueline 
wolske, Margaret 

university of Dayton
Benalcazar, Beni
Kandel, amy 
Knab, John 
Maghie, charles 
slicker, Kelsey 
steen, emily 
stucko, Megan 
vazquez, Kasi 

university of 
Delaware

plant, audrey 

university of Denver
Hatch, Margaret 

university of 
Kentucky

endicott, danielle 
Ford, caroline 

university of 
Massachusetts, 
boston

steger, Kelsey louren 

university of 
Michigan

Blossom, Jordan 
Harer, Kevyn 
Kelch, Zachary 
Magee, Benjamin 

university of north 
Carolina @ Chapel 
hill

Bloomfield, connor 
trotier, daniel 

university of north 
Carolina @ 
Wilmington

Feltes, Josey 
logan, caroline 

university of notre 
Dame

schechter, Julia 

university of 
oklahoma

alford, carolyn 

university of 
Pennsylvania

Benedick, Joseph

university of 
Pittsburgh

walsh, claire 

university of 
rochester & 
eastman school of 
Music

deniro, steven 

university of south 
florida

eickholt, Maxwell 

university of 
southern 
California

Meyer, devon 

university of st. 
andrews, scotland

Johnston, leah 

university of 
tennessee

rutherford, taylor 

university of utah
Mcgonagle, ryan 

university of 
Vermont

o’neill, alice 

university of 
Wisconsin-Madison

cook, alexander 

Vanderbilt 
university

chester, Jeffrey 
Musselman, Juliana 
vassar college
Jaffe, gillian 

Virginia institute of 
technology

niles, rebecca 

Wake forest 
university

wu, trudy 
walsh University
Jones, william 

Washington and Lee 
university

Fulwider, william 

Washington state 
Community 
College

Bringardner, Max 

West Virginia 
university

andrew, ian 

Western state 
College of 
Colorado

McKinney, Kristofer

Wittenberg 
university

dao, Khoa
Fazio, Michael
Klamar, John
navarre, christopher
roys, Bethany
whitmeyer, Zoey

Wright state 
university

ailabouni, salim

Xavier university
drees, emily
garbellini, Matthew
griffin, daniel

Youngstown state 
university

d’andrea, Jonathan

special thanks to  
Julie Har tfelder for 
providing this list 
through the  
upper arlington 
college center.

arlingtonian 
regrets any errors or 
inadver tant omissions 
to the senior 
destinations list.

to ensure corrections 
appear in the 2010 
Norwester yearbook, 
please email norwester 
adviser Nancy Volksen at 
nvolksen@uaschools.org
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of 2010the best

Best class 
at UaHs

1. psychology
2. chemistry
    iB History
    photography

Best part of school
1. graduating
2. completing  
   capstone
3. promBest book 

for
class

1. The Great 
   Gatsby
2. Speak
3.To Kill a Mockingbird

im
ag

e 
co

ur
te

sy
  s

cr
ib

ne
r 

P
ub

lis
hi

ng

Best
teacHer
1. mr. chandler
2. Mr. Griffin
3. mr. hinze
   Mr. Wittenberg best tv

show
1. glee
2. the office
3. Family guy
4. Modern Family
   it’s always sunny     
   in philadelphia
   Jersey shore

Best
lUncH
1. chipotle
   raising cane’s
2. subway
3. panera
4. Flying pizza

trends of the Year

1. t-shirts with leggings
2.Sperry’s Top Siders
3. Jorts
   high-waisted skirts

image courtesy chipotlephoto by coreymcmahon

Seniors reflect on the highlights of their high school experiences

photo courtesy foX

source voluntary Arlingtonian survey of 
approximately 75 seniors  

Dante Colosimo, D.D.S. 3100 Tremont Road
614-457-4745
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eigHt in
Eight students respond to  
a question in eight words

What are you going to do on the first day after graduation?
rage. rage. rage. rage. 
rage. rage. rage. rage.

senior Cody Puccetti

Bonfire. Burn everything 
I’ve done in four years.

senior Danny Trotier

Lay out and get my tan 
on, girl!
senior Lauren Hanover

mack on some major 
hotties at the pool.
senior gracie gerlach

go to the pool with all 
my friends.

senior Kelsey Kessler

ride into the sunsent 
listening to teenage 
wasteland.

senior gerrit hobson

i am going shopping all 
day long.

senior Audrey Plant

i am going to treat 
myself to fine dining.

senior brian hines

Congratulations! Love, Your Families

Caroline
Jackie

Alice

Marney Becca

Tess
Kelly

Abby

Congratulations, Leah!
Best of luck at St. Andrews!

Love, Your Family
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upper arlington high school’s student newsmagazine
1650 Ridgeview Road
upper arlington, oh 43221

Congratulations, girls!

nicole, erin, emily, Jordyn, Colleen, Kevyn, natalie, Annie, Kelsey and megan


